Lincoln ac motor

Lincoln has been designing and manufacturing high-quality electric motors since Lincoln later
joined Leeson Electric in , and over time has expanded their motor product line in large frame
motors up to HP. Electric Motor Technologies has established relationships with top
manufacturers who share our commitment to supplying quality products at competitive prices.
If we do not have what you are looking for on our shelf, we can locate it quickly and expedite
delivery. The price we quote you for a new motor will always include delivery. Most of the time
our motors actually come with free delivery. Unlike other motor shops, we will never surprise
you with a hidden freight charge or last-minute delivery fee. A Leader in the Motor Industry.
Looking for a Replacement Motor? Delivery Is Included The price we quote you for a new motor
will always include delivery. Need Assistance Changing Out the Motor? Baldor Motors and
Drives. Quality and Service are factors that Baldor continually strives to improve, while
reducing cost and time. EMT has immediate on-line ability to check stock availability, get
updates on order status and confirm shipping information for any Baldor product you order.
Benshaw Soft Starts and Drives. Intelligent Low Voltage Motor Control from Benshaw Since
their founding in , Benshaw has grown to become a world leader in the design, development,
and manufacture of mission critical motor controls and drives. When the application is critical,
and the environment harsh, EMT customers can count on Benshaw. Complete Family of Motor
Control Products Although many in industry have come to know Benshaw through their global
leadership position in solid state motor control technologies, they also manufacture a complete
line of electro-mechanical motor controls and drives. Today, Benshaw is widely recognized as a
preferred source for a wide range of mission critical motor control and protection products. All
Benshaw facilities are ISO certified, and Benshaw invests heavily in motor control research and
development, utilizing state-of-the-art production and process control technologies to achieve
the highest possible quality at the lowest possible cost. And if a standard product doesn't fit
your requirements, EMT can direct Benshaw's design and engineering teams in tailoring a
solution that does, no matter how complex or demanding the application. Brook Crompton
Motors. A Leader in Quality, Reliability, and Flexibility Brook Crompton is a leading
manufacturer of electric motors for the global industrial market. Brook Crompton products are
used to drive fans, pumps, compressors and conveyors in every industry, including mining,
water treatment, processing and manufacturing. Should specific situation require something
other than our standard stock of Brook Crompton products, we can either modify a stock motor
or have a product produced the meets your specific needs. Their enthusiasm for electric motors
and commitment to exacting standards mean that Elektrim motors are some of the finest,
longest lasting and best performing in the industry. Made by engineers for engineers, Elektrim
Motors are built to overcome demanding applications in most major industrial markets. When
other motor brands fail, Elektrim thrives. High Performance Inverters That Deliver With the
flexibility and functionality to support a wide range of applications on all types of mechanical
equipment, Fuji inverters take core capability, responsiveness, environmental awareness, and
easy maintenance to the next level. This precision control allows Fuji Electric drives to operate
at an optimal speed throughout your application, reducing overall power and energy
consumption to minimize operating costs. Lafert Motors. Lafert Motors: Reducing Lifecycle
Cost Through Quality and Reliability The Lafert Group is a leading European motor company
that has built a strong reputation in the manufacture of customized and specially engineered
electric motors and drives. The key benefit that customers should expect from their Lafert
motor is a discernable reduction in lifecycle costs. With a dedicated focus on long-term quality
and lifetime reliability, Lafert is driven to achieve continuous improvements in motor
efficiencies. EMT is driven to get the best price for you on a Lafert motor. Contact us today!
Leeson Electric. Leeson Electric: Pioneer in Energy Efficient Motors Leeson is the result of a
tradition spanning 80 years and three generations of the same family. Now, more than ever,
Lesson is a dynamic company that continues their devotion to the manufacture of motors and
related power transmission components. By joining together with Regal Beloit in , Leeson
enhanced even further their status as a leading manufacturer of mechanical and electrical
components for the world market of motion control and power generation. LEESON motors can
be found on material handling equipment, pumps, fans and blowers, machine tools, power
transmission products, agricultural applications, treadmills, food processing equipment, data
processing, medical, textile, packaging, graphic arts, woodworking, and a host of other
industrial and commercial products. LEESON provides added value through special paints,
shafts, castings, cords and plugs, special electrical characteristics and other custom features.
A Leader in the Motor Industry Lincoln has been designing and manufacturing high-quality
electric motors since Marathon Motors. Marathon: Motors for the Long Run Marathon has been
a Wisconsin-based manufacturer of high quality and high performance motors for over years.
Steel have turned to Marathon as their leading supplier, making this brand name one of the

strongest in the motor industry. Nord Gear. We market and produce a complete product line of
mechanical and electrical drive components including quality gear reducers, electric motors,
AC Vector drives, servo controllers and distributed drive technology. EMT is also the preferred
Oemer Motor parts supplier and factory authorized repair center. Oemer Motors has built an
exceptional reputation with their product innovation and performance. And of course, they
pursue it all with a passion that is uniquely Italian. Contact EMT today to get information on our
current inventory of Oemer motors. Regal Power Transmissions. Regal Power Transmission
Solutions offers EMT customers a family of products that supply a variety of power
transmission components designed to increase both uptime and productivity. Each of their
well-known brands brings years of time-tested reliability and proven performance results. The
Right AC Motor for Every Application Since being founded over years ago by a visionary
inventor and entrepreneur, Siemens has grown into a global network of innovation across the
globe. The advantages of their AC motor systems are wide-ranging: they are highly efficient
with a positive energy balance; they come with explosion protection to meet high safety
standards; and they conform to IEC or NEMA standards. The many standard features that come
with every Siemens low voltage motor ensure the highest possible cost-effective operation. All
of this comes with a strong price to performance ratio and backed by a global support network
that begins for you at EMT. Motors U. Since , this brand has stood for exceptional product
reliability and performance. Today, it is recognized worldwide as the mark of leadership and
technological innovation in industrial motors. Worldwide Electric Corp. WorldWide motors are
available in various configurations and types, whether you need to replace a motor for a general
purpose application or a severe duty process application. Have an Emergency? Forum: Lincoln
Forum. Description: Lincoln Electric Company was started by the W. Elliott Co in At that time,
they reorganized into the Elliott-Lincoln Electric Company. John C. Lincoln was their president.
They were in the process of producing a DC motor, which Lincoln had designed. When the
Panic of occurred, Lincoln was forced out of the firm. Lincoln was also a principle in another
company, which had the name of Lincoln Electric Manufacturing Co. In it was reorganized into
the Lincoln Motor Works. By this time John Lincoln had sold out his interests in the company.
By , Lincoln Electric Corp. Motor Division was acquired by the Regal-Beloit Corp. Regal
transferred Lincoln to Leeson in All motors are built for the harshest of environments and can
be applied to just about any rugged application. For over 30 years Leeson has been building
electric motors for some of the toughest industries in the world. Single phase motors were
developed due to legislation called Small Motor Rule of These types of motors are designed
where water and dust exposure are minimal. EcoSaver Motors are used in applications such as
pumps, compressors, blowers, fans and other industrial applications. These general purpose
motors are designed for rugged industrial and commercial applications such as for use in the
aggregate and quarry industry. Features include a constant torque operation, Class F insulation
system, meets or exceeds NEMA Premium efficiency, cast iron and rolled steel designs,
efficiencies increase energy savings and reduce operating costs. Premium Duck motors
perform best in clean room and severe chemical-processing applications, where frequent
washdown with nitric acid and caustic lye are used. These motors have IP56 enclosure and are
used in industries such as dairy, food processing, pharmaceutical, chemical-processing,
beverage and bottling industries. Features include the series having a stainless steel exterior,
moisture-resistant interior coating, end seals are O-ring sealed to the motor frame to exclude
moisture and harsh chemicals, double lipped Viton seal shafts on both ends of TEFC motors.
Search motors across all brands on one platform. Just type in the motor part or the motor
specifications you are looking for and a list of motors matching your query will come up.
Alternatively, you can use drop down search to configure the exact motor you are looking for.
We have created a community
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of experts with decades worth of combined experience to solve your most basic to
complicated questions. Toggle navigation. Asset Matrix. PHASE 1 3. Motors With Grounding
Rings. View Results. Motor Directory Lincoln. Lincoln Catalog. General Purpose Inverter Duty
Severe Duty Compressor Duty 8. About Lincoln Electric Motors. Leeson brand motors are found
in diverse and varied industries. Lincoln 0. Lincoln 75 HP Motor Lincoln 10 HP Motor Lincoln 15
HP Motor Lincoln 1 HP Motor Lincoln HP Motor Lincoln 50 HP Motor Lincoln 1. Lincoln 30 HP
Motor Lincoln 20 HP Motor Lincoln 3 HP Motor Lincoln 2 HP Motor Lincoln 40 HP Motor Lincoln
25 HP Motor Lincoln 5 HP Motor Lincoln 60 HP Motor Lincoln 7. Electric Motor Search Search
motors across all brands on one platform. View Demo. Visit Forum. Industrial Motor Directory
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